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 From slide decks, proposals, and reports to magazine articles and even science fiction stories, MathType is the complete
equation and graphing solution. MathType's equation tools include basic functions, formulas, advanced functions, and an

intuitive graphing interface, while its graphs and formulae are generated by MathType's powerful graphing engine. New for
MathType 6, the results of graphing calculations are displayed in a graphing format, providing the most accurate and complete
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graph of the results. MathType 6 offers integrated browser integration, and the latest release brings the most powerful integrated
equation editor and graphing engine to the Mac. MathType 6 is the complete equation and graphing solution. MathType's

equation tools include basic functions, formulas, advanced functions, and an intuitive graphing interface, while its graphs and
formulae are generated by MathType's powerful graphing engine. New for MathType 6, the results of graphing calculations are

displayed in a graphing format, providing the most accurate and complete graph of the results. MathType 6 offers integrated
browser integration, and the latest release brings the most powerful integrated equation editor and graphing engine to the Mac.

The result of a MathType operation appears graphically as a complete equation in a split view, with MathType's graphing engine
turning the equation into a "graphing formula." This is the equation editor and graphing engine of your dreams. The result of a
MathType operation appears graphically as a complete equation in a split view, with MathType's graphing engine turning the

equation into a "graphing formula." This is the equation editor and graphing engine of your dreams. MathType comes
preinstalled on the Apple MacBook Pro. MathType 6 is the most powerful integrated equation editor and graphing engine for
the Mac, and it's the first MathType to offer full access to MathML, a powerful and universal language for math on the web.

MathType's browser-based equation editor and graphing engine are now fully integrated into Mac OS X's Safari web browser.
The MathType solution for the Mac integrates with the Mac's Finder, and features a menu bar with easy access to MathType's
equation editor, graphing engine, and export options. MathType 6 is the most powerful integrated equation editor and graphing
engine for the Mac. It's the first MathType to offer full access to MathML, a powerful and universal language for math on the

web. MathType's browser-based equation editor and graphing engine are now fully integrated 82157476af
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